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Spoken Language Understanding (SLU)

• SLU is a critical component in spoken dialog systems
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SLU Tasks

1. Domain Classification

2. Intent Determination

3. Slot Filling

Show me flights from Pittsburgh to Long Beach on Sunday

Domain: Air_Travel
Intent: Show_Flight

Departure_City: Pittsburgh
Departure_Date: Sunday
Departure_Time: <to_be_filled>
Destination_City: Long Beach
...

1. Domain Classification

2. Intent Determination

3. Slot Filling
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Slot Filling in SLU

❖ Slot filling as a sequence labeling problem

➢ Given an utterance                                 , find the best sequence of 
slot labels                              , one for each word in the utterance, 
such that:

➢ Popular methods for slot filling: MEMM, CRF, RNNs.

Utterance Flights from Pittsburgh to Long Beach on Sunday

Slot Label O O B-Dept_city O B-Dest_city I-Dest_city O B-Dept_date
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Current Slot Filling Models

❖ Current slot filling models are mostly domain-specific
➢ Trained and work on individual task domains. 

❖ Hard to transfer knowledge across domains for slot filling

❖ Costly in annotating semantic tags for each new task domain
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Motivations

❖ Benefits:
➢ Reduce the amount of annotated data required for developing a new domain 

➢ Improve slot filling performance with an ensemble of domain-general and 
domain-specific models
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Learning Shared Representations

❖ Naive approach: train a single slot filling model directly on a union of 
the data from all domains
➢ May still learn disjoint domain-specific features due to the very different 

data distributions in different domains
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❖ Good common representations across domains are the ones based on 
which a system cannot recover the domain of the original inputs [1]

[1] Ben-David, Shai, et al. "A theory of learning from different domains." Machine learning 79.1 (2010): 151-175.

❖ Our proposal:  Apply domain adversarial learning in training the 
domain-general slot filling model



Proposed Method

❖ Model slot filling with bidirectional LSTM (bi-LSTM)

❖ Train domain-general model using a union of data from all 
domains, with an additional domain adversarial loss
➢ Enforce the bi-LSTM model to learn common representations across 

domains to “fool” a domain classifier

❖ Train domain-specific models using individual domain data

❖ Combine domain-general and domain-specific models at output 
layer via a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for slot filling 
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w1 w2 wTWord Embedding

hg,1 hg,2 hg,TBi-LSTM State

dDomain Label

y1 y2 yTSlot Label Attention Sum
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Domain Adversarial Training



Domain Adversarial Training

❖ Model Parameters:
➢ Slot filling output MLP:
➢ Domain classification output MLP:
➢ Word embedding & bi-LSTM: 
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❖ Losses:
➢ Slot Filling Loss: 

➢ Domain Adversarial Loss:

➢ Total Loss: 



Joint Model Training
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w1 w2 wTWord Embedding

Domain-specific Bi-LSTM hs,1 hs,2 hs,T

hg,1 hg,2 hg,TDomain-general Bi-LSTM

y1 y2 yTSlot Label

MLP MLP MLP



Experiments

❖ Data sets
➢ ATIS (Airline Travel Information Systems): Air travel query
➢ MIT Restaurant Corpus1: Restaurant query and search
➢ MIT Movie Corpus (eng & trivia10k13): Movie query and search 
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1The MIT SLU corpora can be downloaded from: https://groups.csail.mit.edu/sls/downloads 

https://groups.csail.mit.edu/sls/downloads


Experiments

❖ Training Settings
➢ LSTM state and output size: 128
➢ Output layer MLP size: 200
➢ Word embedding size: 128

■ Randomly initialized and fine tuned
➢ Dropout: p = 0.5
➢ Optimizer: Adam (initial learning rate = 1e-03)

❖ Evaluation Metrics
➢ Slot filling F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and recall)
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Experiment Results

❖ Domain-specific and domain-general model performance, comparing to 
published results 
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* Dom-Spec: domain-specific Bi-LSTM
* Dom-Gen: domain-general Bi-LSTM (without adversarial learning)



Experiment Results
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❖ Joint domain-specific and domain-general model performance

* Dom-Spec: domain-specific bi-LSTM * Dom-Gen: domain-general bi-LSTM
* Dom-Gen-Adv: domain-general bi-LSTM with adversarial learning



Conclusions

❖ We propose applying domain adversarial training in learning cross-domain 
common features and representations for slot filling task in SLU

❖ We show the benefits of applying domain adversarial learning in achieving 
advanced slot filling F1 scores. 

❖ Future directions

➢ Perform adversarial learning with sequence level optimization on slot labels (e.g. by 
adding a CRF layer on top)

➢ Extend SLU model to end-to-end dialogue modeling (poster #7)
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Thanks!
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